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NATIONAL ASPIRATION S
T

is possible that Australian airmen will never in any future emergenc y

I be employed overseas as they were between 1941 and 1945, but that
either a completely national or a completely international framework wil l
be evolved for their contribution . National forces have been the consistent
and fervid intention of British Dominions during the first half of th e
twentieth century, but air forces, perhaps most of all, lend themselves t o
and derive most benefit from complete integration of individuals of severa l
nations. From the viewpoint of military effectiveness, national air force s
are somewhat circumscribed by the aircraft, equipment and training avail able to a particular government, but do permit concentration on specifi c
tasks . On the other hand, a fully international air force would permi t
the constant flow of men to operations of the greatest importance at an y
time . Again, from an administrative viewpoint, a compact national ai r
force can easily be conducted according to its own regulations withou t
causing repercussions among other forces working alongside it ; but an
international air force working on one common set of conditions shoul d
be able to enjoy the utmost economy in manpower .' Australian overse a
contribution in the war of 1939-45 appears to have fallen between thes e
two aims .
Australian sentiment was from the outset strongly in favour of a
national air force . Mr Menzies 2 in the House of Representatives on 15t h
November 1939 said in concluding a speech on war developments :
I would just like to add one observation on this question of the Empire Ai r
Scheme . It is this : The Government correctly interpreting, as it believes, the wishe s
of the Australian people, will as far as possible preserve the Australian characte r
and identity of any air force which goes abroad . It is true that in the early stage s
we could not hope to provide anything more than a trifling fraction of the numbe r
of senior officers who will be required . . . . But as time goes on this position wil l
correct itself.
In the meantime, all I need say is that the tradition established by the Australia n
Forces in the last war as Australian Forces is fully valued by us, and that th e
same objective will be aimed at in the case of the air forces to which I hav e
referred.

Certainly a "truly national force" was a consistently prominent featur e
of the successful recruiting campaign for airmen, and all Australian politica l
parties, whether in office or in opposition, felt themselves pledged to thi s
objective . The early energetic intention of the Australian Air Board ha s
already been described, with the practical difficulties which arose during
1941, and a partial reversion at the end of that year to the early plans b y
A British Commonwealth air force comes most readily to mind, but an English-speaking air forc e
or a completely international air force would not be impossible .
2

Rt Hon R. G. Menzies, CH . Prime Minister of Aust, 1939-41, and since 1949 ; Min for Def
Co-ord 1939-41 ; Memb Advisory War Council 1941-44 . Barrister-at-law; of Melbourne an d
Ballarat, Vic ; b . Jeparit, Vic, 20 Dec 1894.
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the institution of an Overseas Headquarters in London and the emergence of a fairly distinct "Australian Section " within No . 3 Personnel
Reception Centre at Bournemouth . At this stage it did appear that, however tardily, the desired pattern of Australian oversea air contribution
would be achieved . Events and the very nature of the air war were constantly working against this ideal and despite very conscientious efforts in
many quarters it was never realised . It was not merely that the advent of
war to the Pacific altered the general strategy of the war and materiall y
affected Australian contribution, but constant changes in the needs of air
warfare itself interfered progressively with any easy solution .
The interaction of these tendencies affected Australia more than othe r
Dominions and her air effort overseas remained relatively the least concentrated of all . South Africa, which had conducted its own training, an d
which to all intents and purposes limited its contribution to fighter an d
light-bomber units, suffered none of the centrifugal tendencies of the
Empire Air Training Scheme . Canada, whose aspirations and problem s
were basically the same as Australia 's, achieved a considerable part of
her aim but was favoured by her geographical position ; by almost complete concentration of effort on the European war ; a relatively high
industrial capacity ; an economic strength which enabled her to accep t
a large part of the financial burden of her air effort ; a much larger and
more balanced contribution of air personnel ; a greater participation by
her senior air force officers in both the military and administrative fields ;
and a prompt, sustained and pertinacious attack by an adequate group o f
liaison officers in the various commands against any tendency which
threatened to defeat the aim . In every one of these aspects Australia eithe r
naturally or by intent was in an inferior position to Canada, so that ,
although it will be seen that every concession of principle to Canada was
also accorded to Australia, the latter was rarely in a position to take equall y
strong action .
The delays in concluding negotiations, already apparent in 1941, continued, if they were not increased, in subsequent years when Australi a
was preoccupied with affairs in the Pacific . It is against this background
that the disparity of aim and achievement—the constant reiterations o f
policy in solemnly executed covenants and the halting and partial realisation in practice—must be studied .
The Overseas Headquarters set up in London in December 1941 ha d
originally, as will be recalled, somewhat limited objectives . Its staff of 2 4
officers and 41 airmen came partly from Australia, partly from the existin g
liaison office staff and partly from No . 10 Squadron . Many difficulties
arose in the early stages of organisation of this headquarters which barely
preceded the entry of Japan into the war . There was an absence of clearlydefined policies or practical methods of putting them into effect . There wa s
a general lack of internal organisation with satisfactory office systems an d
procedures ; and a records system hitherto non-existent had first to b e
established on a satisfactory basis to assist in the internal organisation .
It was quickly evident that existing staffs were inadequate even for the
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initial limited aims, and many additions and changes were required . Thu s
in the early months while the headquarters was mainly trying to asses s
the nature and extent of the problem of fostering Australian airmen's interests, for which it had been called into being, and while it was als o
attempting to create an adequate internal organisation, it also had to fac e
greatly-increased duties concerning requirements for the Pacific area . Th e
Australian Government urgently demanded information about suitabl e
combat and training aircraft and replacements, and about the latest
developments in wireless, radar, armament and other technical equipment .
On the other hand the Air Ministry became increasingly interested i n
affairs in the South-West Pacific and many enquiries were initiated i n
London through Overseas Headquarters regarding all aspects of th e
Japanese Air Force.
Basically the internal organisation of the Overseas Headquarters followed the normal pattern of an air staff and an administrative staff, th e
senior officer of each being directly responsible to the air officer commanding . The air staff dealt with all operational and technical subjects, wit h
three officers constantly studying the aircraft and equipment and tactic s
of Fighter, Bomber and Coastal Commands while others surveyed th e
latest developments within the fields of armament, Intelligence, navigation ,
photography and radio services . All these posts were advisory and no t
executive and the aim was to give a complete and accurate picture o f
trends which might be of particular importance to Australia or had relevance to operations in the Pacific . The organisation of the administrativ e
staff was more complex and covered a far wider spread of activities, rangin g
from purely administrative sections such as the Organisation and Staf
f
Duties Branch or the personnel and casualty staffs, through accountancy,
medical and legal sections which necessarily accompany any large establishment to sections complete in themselves such as public relations o r
(later) education and rehabilitation .
The Organisation and Staff Duties Branch was responsible for all
matters affecting the deployment and grouping of Australian airmen in th e
European and Mediterranean theatres and maintained a close liaison with
the Air Ministry . It also acted as a general secretariat for the headquarters, supervised the civilian staff, maintained a central registry3 and technical library, and was also responsible for staff accommodation, furniture
and other office requirements . The personnel section was at first small
but had the very wide task of overseeing all matters concerning the posting ,
promotion and commissioning of both aircrew and ground staff and all
matters which affected their welfare . Casualty section had the more precis e
task of evolving a comprehensive procedure for the speedy dispatch t o
Australia of the first casualty information received from the Air Ministr y
sources ; of supplementing this initial advice from a thorough investigatio n
into each incident ; of identifying or classifying the relatively large proportion of aircrew listed simply as "missing" ; of communicating with and
s By 1943 the volume of official correspondence had risen to approximately 7,500 outward and
4,500 inward letters each month .
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caring for prisoners of war either by direct contact or through the Inter national Red Cross at Geneva ; of assuming responsibility for the effects o f
missing personnel and of finalising the estates of deceased members .
The organisation, personnel and casualty sections were naturally th e
ones most affected by a wide dispersal of Australian airmen and all were
considerably hampered during their early months by the need to grope
back into the past while still coping with increasing current problems .
Only the casualty section was really successful, and the general record s
intended to show the full details of each man's service remained somewha t
sketchy and unsatisfactory in respect of those who went overseas, especially to the Middle East, before the formation of Overseas Headquarters .
Attempts to repair these inadequacies continued throughout the war whil e
a far superior system of card and file records was maintained for all
men arriving in the United Kingdom after December 1941 . Many of th e
details required for these records were abstracted from a vast flow o f
R .A .F . personnel occurrence reports, with constant possibility of error s
and omissions not only in the original document but in the process of
extraction . This was particularly so in respect to men in the Middle East .
Some of these were not firmly identified at the beginning and delay s
or loss of documents and the relatively rapid circulation of men amon g
units caused many difficulties . The accounts section had the same problem and in addition to the primary difficulty owing to varying Australia n
and British rates of pay and allowances it was forced throughout the wa r
to make continual adjustments to nearly every member 's account in the
light of tardily received information concerning reclassification, promotion ,
commissioning or movement of individuals .
Again the difficulty of keeping constantly in touch with men widel y
dispersed in the Middle East caused the greatest anomalies and there wer e
several instances when sergeants, temporarily in England on duty, calle d
at Overseas Headquarters to draw pay only to find that not only had the y
been gazetted for commissions, but in some cases had been promoted t o
flying officer without any notification (which had naturally been sent t o
their last known location) having succeeded in catching up with thei r
subsequent movements . It was against this disability, that aircrew travelle d
far more quickly than official documents, that Overseas Headquarter s
constantly struggled, and finally achieved a very high degree of success .
In the early months when much policy was as yet undefined, when staff s
were small and inexperienced, when there was no effective liaison in th e
field, and when individual airmen were only dimly aware of, or even some times apathetic toward the headquarters, many problems were insoluble .
A tendency grew up for individual aircrew who had a very keen sense o f
their own real or supposed grievances to disparage the headquarters if a n
immediate and personally satisfactory solution was not produced . This
reinforced the traditional difference in outlook between the fighting ma n
and the desk man who supported him, but where it existed it was mostl y
wrongly based . The officers and men of headquarters would have require d
exceptional powers to satisfy everyone because usually several authorities

(Air Ministry )
Inspecting a 20-mm cannon in a Spitfire of No . 452 Squadron during the winter of 1941-42 .
Left to right : Air Marshal R . Williams, air officer commanding R .A .A .F . Overseas Head quarters ; Air Cmdre F . H . McNamara, V .C ., deputy air officer commanding R .A .A .F .
Overseas Headquarters ; Major P . E . Coleman, assistant secretary of the Australian Department of Air ; Rt Hon Sir Earle Page, Australian representative in the British War Cabinet ;
F-Lt K . W . Truscott .

(Air Ministry )
In London on 31st March 1943, British, Canadian, Australian and New Zealand representatives signed an agreement for an extension of the Empire Air Training Scheme . Left to right :
Air Vice-Marshal H . N . Wrigley (air officer commanding R .A .A .F . Overseas Headquarters) ,
Rt Hon V . Massey (Canadian High Commissioner), Rt Hon S . M . Bruce (Australian Hig h
Commissioner), Rt Hon Sir Archibald Sinclair (Secretary of State for Air), Mr . W . J . Jorda n
(New Zealand High Commissioner) .

R .A .A .F. )
Malta 1943 . Ground crews of No . 450 Squadron prepare kittyhas L lighter-honihcrs for operations supporting the invasio n
of Sicily . In the background are Wellington . Halifay . Dakota ;end I iher :uur q ireratt .
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were involved in solving other than routine matters for which a firm polic y
existed . Headquarters ' staffs even more than ground crews lack the glamou r
and sense of personal contribution of aircrews but it should not be forgotte n
that in terms of long hours of work, inferior leave entitlement and unselfish
application to mainly thankless and dull routine tasks, they gave very
meritorious if supplementary service . The measure of their worth is no t
so much what they failed to do at any one time but their success in arresting the original muddle, evolving satisfactory procedures even if some times by rule of thumb, and in progressively ameliorating the condition s
of dispersed personnel and reducing delays to a minimum .
Some important sections of the administrative staff were less affected b y
the problem of wide dispersal of the oversea effort and were more concerned like the air staff with the needs of the Pacific theatre of war .
Thus the engineering and equipment sections grew out of activities whic h
had for a very long time formed part of the functions of the old Liaison
Office . The engineering section acted mainly as a link between the R .A .F .
and R .A .A.F . on all engineering and technical matters but the equipmen t
section had a wider scope . It was responsible for ensuring that all aircraft ,
airframes, engines and spares, explosives, photographic, meteorological an d
all general equipment required in Australia and which could be obtained ,
were shipped expeditiously . It was responsible for sea and air movements ,
both of freight and personnel ; it conducted normal liaison with the R.A .F .
on all equipment matters . In one important aspect—the supply of clothin g
and gear to Australian members overseas—it did have to face the proble m
of dispersal . Under the Empire Air Training Agreement it was provided
that Australian trainees should be fully equipped before embarkatio n
from Australia and that subsequent issues and maintenance of unifor m
and clothing for officers would be the liability of the Australian Government, for airmen the liability of the British Government. The direc t
responsibility for officers was adequately met by a central store in London 4
(with a later annexe at No . 3 Personnel Reception Centre) but as th e
distribution of airmen's clothing was carried out through normal R .A.F .
procedure it became necessary to promulgate comprehensive instructions
in Air Ministry Orders to ensure that Australians were able to secure sup plies of garments of their own pattern . Full details and specifications an d
sealed samples were prepared for the Air Ministry, but a large amount o f
research was required before a fabric and dye suitable to Australian needs
was found . No . 214 Maintenance Unit at Newport held a special sectio n
for Australian airmen's clothing and from this depot, each unit demanded
its own needs . It frequently happened that with rapidly-shifting populations some units became overstocked because supplies arrived after Aus4 The purpose was initially seen as equipping men commissioned in the UK . However, because
of the generally low standard of officers' uniforms issued in Australia many adjustments had t o
be made at this store. The earliest men commissioned in Canada had been given a cash grant
and made their own arrangements for uniform ; later a controlled scheme operated in Canad a
but in each case men found the London store invaluable . It was found necessary to maintai n
a full range of issues for replacement purposes, and contracts were made direct with manufacturers.
AWG
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tralians left while many airmen at other units could not receive their needs .
Constant liaison and experience eliminated most of these difficulties bu t
with every change of scale of issue and with each new major item newl y
introduced (such as war service dress) there were inevitable delays i n
approving, manufacturing and distributing an Australian pattern equivalent .
One of the earliest sections of the Overseas Headquarters has particula r
relevance to this present record . Among the original injunctions containe d
in the directive to Air Marshal Williams and restated in Organisation
Memorandum No . 1 was the duty of "the compilation and maintenanc e
of historical records" . One officer and two airmen (with some civilia n
clerical assistance) were initially made available for this task but befor e
they had really commenced duty it was clear that publicity and not record keeping was assumed as the main task . On 2nd December 1941 a minut e
subsequently approved suggested that the title "Public Relations", rather
than "Historical Records" be adopted because "in a wide sense `Publi c
Relations' can be interpreted to embrace that phase" . It was perhaps
natural in the absence of separate provision for publicity that this sectio n
should be misemployed because, of all the services, the air forces were a t
this time receiving proportionately the largest and an ever-increasin g
share in publicity . Air Marshal Williams was informed that the Air Minis try Directorate of Public Relations had a staff of 100 officers and 130
civilians, and that the Royal Canadian Air Force had a particularly stron g
team of editors, feature writers, photographers and a film unit in London .
On the other hand the demand from air force and press authorities i n
Australia for up-to-date news of Australian activities was strong and carrie d
to a very high plane . The Australian Minister for Air had already, on 5t h
August 1941, pledged that the new headquarters would "increase th e
flow of news from the United Kingdom so that the general public wa s
fully acquainted with the activities of the R .A .A .F . abroad" . In Decembe r
1941 the Australian Prime Minister, Mr Curtin, made representation s
through the High Commissioner to the Air Council requesting more news
of outstanding operational successes . In March 1942 the Air Board expressed "grave concern" and in July "dissatisfaction" with the volume o f
material dispatched from London on which ministerial statements an d
announcements could be made . In the face of this and other criticism th e
small staff was almost continuously employed in work of immediate bu t
ephemeral importance . Requests for increased staff could be satisfied onl y
slowly and it was not until 1943 that an officer was available for historica l
records duties .
While the Overseas Headquarters was thus in early 1942 cautiousl y
determining its main problems and making provision to solve them, considerable progress was being made within the Australian section of th e
Bournemouth reception centre . Wing Commander White had not only
succeeded in getting better and more convenient quarters for his airme n
but he also continued to press for improvements in reception, trainin g
and postings procedures . Not all his efforts were successful but it was very
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generally felt among the aircrew themselves that everything within reaso n
was being done for them, while on the other hand the Australians stoo d
out as a very distinct, very united and purposeful section . It was typical
that when fears were expressed that Bournemouth with its high aircre w
population was a tempting target for enemy bombers, the Australians
welcomed the inception of local-defence duties and took over responsibilit y
for No . 4 Defence Area of the town . Internal combat and A.R.P . training was beneficial and reflected in the behaviour of the Australian elemen t
during the few air raids suffered . 6
Both Wing Commander White and Air Vice-Marshal McNamara (wh o
was acting air officer commanding while Air Marshal Williams was attending conferences in Australia) at this time were vitally interested in proposals to recast the aircrew holding centres because it was clear tha t
facilities at Bournemouth were insufficient for the total of 7,500 aircre w
of all nationalities expected to be awaiting employment by May 1942 . 6
The Air Ministry proposed on 28th March 1942 that while Bournemout h
should expand to a capacity of 5,000, all Australians and New Zealander s
should transfer to Harrogate in Yorkshire with a proposed population o f
2,500 . Harrogate, however, was too far from London, climatically inferior and unlikely to give comparable accommodation to that secure d
at Bournemouth . An alternative Flying Training Command proposal o n
23rd April to house all officers at Harrogate and all other ranks a t
Bournemouth was also rejected partly on the general principle of dispersal but also because McNamara felt that "officers should be made t o
stand on their own feet " . After an exchange of strong but friendl y
correspondence a conference on 2nd June agreed that both the Canadians
and Australians should have a separate reception centre . Some alternate
sites were inspected but it was finally decided that both should remain a t
Bournemouth with a common R .A .F. headquarters " to allot common
facilities and to keep the peace between the maple leaves and the wattles " .
The Australian holding unit began its separate existence as an unnumbered personnel reception centre on 1st October 1942 . It was to b e
functionally controlled by Overseas Headquarters, 7 but for general and
domestic administration was to remain within No . 54 Group of Flying
Training Command and conform with normal British training requirements . Both Canadians and Australians had been pressing for some tim e
for greater control over the distribution of their airmen and to cover thi s
6

Aircrew and airmen generally carry no hand weapons except on operations and thus tend t o
feel extremely vulnerable in air raids or during close contact with the threat of invasion . See
D . Gillison, Royal Australian Air Force 1939-42 (in this series), for an account of the behaviou r
of airmen during and after raids on the airfields at Kota Bharu (Malaya) and Darwin .
Compare the figure with that of 750 which only one year previously (1944) had been th e
assessed maximum population of No . 3 P .R.C . It is only in the light of this ten-fold increase
in requirements that the magnitude of many other problems of administering the EATS can be
properly viewed .

7 In Jun the Air Board had approved an establishment for the PRC as part of OHQ RAAF. This
establishment was to be manned under the Apr 1941 Memorandum of Agreement by whic h
Australian EATS units should be manned by Australians within Australia's ability to do so .
The needs of the unit constantly outstripped either the formal establishment or the supply o f
Australian staff so that for a long time the unit had a very large proportion of British officer s
and other ranks.
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provision was made for a "postings panel" at Bournemouth instead of
from remote headquarters . Thus the object of the Australian holding uni t
was officially recognised to be "for the reception of R .A .A .F. personne l
arriving in this country ex-E .A .T .S . and for the selection of R .A .A .F .
personnel for posting from the centre to training and other units". Expansion took place mainly in the unit headquarters but otherwise actual
functioning remained much as before . Separate equipment and pay sections were set up and the unit could now officially correspond directly wit h
Flying Training Command and the Air Ministry. With effect from 28th
December 1942 this unit became No . 11 Personnel Dispatch and Reception Centre and was to be used for the repatriation as well as the initia l
reception of all Australian airmen.
The emergence of national holding units owed much to an important
conference held in May 1942 at Ottawa to recast the Empire Air Trainin g
Scheme and to ensure its continuance beyond the original terminal dat e
in March 1943 . Not only the four original parties but also ten other nation s
interested in aircrew training sent delegates . 8 Originally it was intende d
that the Australian Minister for External Affairs, Dr Evatt, 9 who was in
London at the time, should attend this conference together with Wing
Commander White who had the unique experience of having commande d
an initial training school in Australia and then having met at Bournemout h
all the difficulties of reception and posting in the United Kingdom . How ever, it was decided that the existing Australian representatives in north
America, Major-General Glasgow (the Australian High Commissioner t o
Canada), Air Vice-Marshal Goble, Mr C . V . Kellway (deputy directorgeneral of war supplies procurement) and Mr G . S . Bridgland woul d
suffice, and that neither Evatt nor White would attend .
The conference duly convened on 18th May and the following day spli t
into business sub-committees to discuss matters of interest to all delegates .
Information was exchanged on methods of training and wide agreement
was reached on general principles covering the training of instructors ;
the relationship between visual, night and instrument flying, and th e
importance of precision flying ; relationship between ground and air training ; entrance standards to operational training units ; and the selection of
aircrew. The composition of crews for various types of aircraft ; th e
desirability of a standing advisory committee for standardisation of training methods and measures ; the coordination of manpower resources ; personnel problems ; and the special needs of emigre governments such as
Poland, Norway and Czechoslovakia in finding adequate reinforcement s
for their national squadrons were all similarly discussed and findings submitted to a final plenary committee on 22nd May . All delegations except
The nationalities and number of prime delegates were :
Canada . .
..
16 United States
. .
18 Greece
..
U.K .
..
26 South Africa
..
1
Norway
Australia
4 Belgium . .
..
2 Netherlands
New Zealand
..
4 China
..
..
3 Poland
..

1
6
3
4

Czechoslovakia
Yugoslavia

. .
..

2
1

Rt Hon H. V . Evatt. MLA NSW 1925-30 ; Justice of High Ct of Aust 1930-40 ; MHR since 1940;
Att-Gen and Min for Ext Affairs 1941-49 ; b. East Maitland, NSW, 30 Apr 1894.
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the British, Canadian, Australian and New Zealand parties then disbanded
and two series of discussions ensued ; one between all members of the
original Empire Air Training Scheme and one on matters affecting Canad a
and the United Kingdom only .
Great Britain had already, from mid-1940, installed several trainin g
schools in Canada as "lodger units", but by early 1942 she wished to
transfer as much as possible of all basic training and some advanced training units away from her own airfields, partly to permit concentration of
effort on refresher and operational training and partly to provide facilitie s
for an increasing number of British and American operational squadrons .
The number and categories of schools in Canada under this new conception to be known as the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan woul d
ultimately be :
Initial Training Schools
Elementary Flying Training Schools

.

Service Flying Training Schools .
•
Air Observer and Air Navigation Scho ols
Bombing and Gunnery Schools
General Reconnaissance School
Wireless Schools .
Operational Training Units .
Flying Instructors Schools .
Central Flying School
Link Trainer School .

•

7
16 (of which 12 would be
double schools )
20
10 (of which 9 would be
double schools )
10
1
4
4
3
1
1

The Canadian delegation was intent on gaining more control of school s
within its territory and readily agreed to the British proposals subject t o
agreement that the transferred R .A .F. schools, while retaining their identity, should be administered by the R .C .A .F . It was also agreed that th e
R.C.A .F . should retain in Canada whatever proportion of aircrew outpu t
which it thought necessary to build up and maintain its own squadrons ,
and a similar concession for Australia and New Zealand was included i n
the new agreement .
It was mutually agreed that a new agreement should be drafted extending the joint training plan from 1st July 1942 until 31st March 194 5
"unless by agreement between the Governments concerned it be extende d
or terminated at an earlier date" . Australia and New Zealand both promised
to do everything possible to send quotas of aircrew for training in Canada ,
but, if for any reason these should fail to arrive in time, their places woul d
be taken by British pupils . A general review of training sequences wa s
made in the light of the previous week's discussions and it was decided that
the British practice of combining observer, navigator and air bomber training in one school would be adopted in Canada . The most notable change
was an extension of wireless school courses from twenty-four to twentyeight weeks, partly to improve the technical skill of wireless-operator ai r
gunners, but also to diminish the flow of this category which had lost
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some of its earlier importance, and to cater for an increased number o f
straight air gunners at bombing and gunnery schools . '
Training capacity and flow was thus easily settled and discussion centre d
on the financial contribution to be made by the participants . Under th e
original terms Australia had agreed to pay 11 .28 per cent of the Dominions '
share of the Canadian scheme, but in practice it had been found very
difficult to cost the expenditure for apportionment because of frequen t
changes . Australia was anxious to replace this general liability by a capitation charge which would safeguard her interests should she be unable t o
fulfil her monthly quota of pupils ; she was also keen to avoid incurring
any new financial commitments . Great Britain, having borne a heav y
liability under the original scheme, wished to shift some of this load b y
means of paying for a large part of the costs by contribution in kin d
of Lend-Lease material . Canada on the other hand was willing to accept
a greater proportion of expenses under the new plan but was intent o n
gaining greater control not only of the training organisation but also o f
her own airmen serving with the Royal Air Force . In early discussions
it was suggested that Great Britain should pay half the total cost and th e
Dominions the other half, but finally it was agreed that Canada an d
Great Britain should each pay half, and that Australian and New Zealan d
contributions on a per capita basis to be fixed later by negotiations in
London, would be deducted from Great Britain's share .
The conference spent much time on personnel and organisation matter s
affecting the future of aircrew trained under the revised scheme . Afte r
very full discussion it was decided that all pilots and navigators 'considere d
suitable according to the standards of their own countries and recommended at any stage of their career should be commissioned : the existin g
percentage basis would remain for air gunner categories but no suitabl e
airman would be excluded solely on account of the quota . Very definit e
provisions for Canadian aircrew were expressly written in an appendix t o
the four-power agreement signed on 5th June . Normally recommendation s
were to be made monthly by commanding officers, but any airman wa s
entitled to apply for recommendation, and if this application should b e
endorsed it was to be treated equally with those actually initiated by a
commanding officer . All such individual applications whether endorse d
or not were to be forwarded to the Canadian headquarters in London .
Again Canadian liaison officers in R .A.F . Commands were empowered t o
make representations to commanding officers regarding any individua l
1 The proposed basic courses in Canada would be :
Pilot
ITW

8 weeks

EFTS
SFTS

16

Air Navigator

Air Bomber

ITW

B&GS 8

EANS

4

Radio- S 28

ANS

ANS

ITW

FANS

4
16

8 weeks

6

B&GS
32

28

WOAG

8 weeks

8 weeks

ANS

Air Observer

rrW

ITW

22

18

B&GS

AG

8 weeks
„

ITW 8 weeks .
B&
GS 4

4

6
36

40

12
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case, especially to guard the interests of those airmen who by frequently
moving from unit to unit tended to be overlooked by successive commanders . Commissions were to be effective from the date of recommendation even should the airman in the meantime have become a
casualty . British and Canadian authorities were to jointly review the cas e
of every Canadian aircrew member who had served for two months in a n
operational unit. As a necessary corollary to this more liberal commissioning policy the Conference deemed it vital that at all stages of trainin g
more attention should be paid to evoking and sustaining a strong sens e
of the status and responsibilities of officers . Another appendix dealt comprehensively with the control and administration of Canadian aircrew b y
which greater supervisory powers were defined for the Canadian Oversea s
Headquarters ; personnel reception and disposal centres were to be se t
up and a greater measure of control accorded in the posting of Canadian s
to training units . The Canadian quota of squadrons formed at the expens e
of Great Britain was to be raised from twenty-five to thirty-five and
were to be predominantly bomber units . A Canadian bomber grou p
was to be formed as soon as possible and a standing committee set up
immediately to keep the project under constant review . In other R .A .F.
commands, where such an intensity of effort was not possible, existin g
squadrons were to serve on airfields which were to be designated R .C .A .F.
stations commanded by Canadian officers if available .
The conference also discussed the question of setting a time limit fo r
tours of duty overseas for both ground and air crews . This repatriatio n
policy was formally recorded in an appendix and stated that ground crew s
should normally be eligible for return to Canada after two years ' service,
subject to operational exigencies, and at the option of the individual . For
aircrews it was intended as soon as possible to ensure that no individua l
should do two operational tours while there were sufficient availabl e
trained men who had not undertaken operational duties. It was specific ally stated that, for some time, individuals might be called on for tw o
operational and two non-operational tours before repatriation . 3 At any
time repatriation of Canadians would be authorised for compassionate o r
health reasons .
The Ottawa conference resulted in two agreements—one signed o n
1st June between Canada, Australia and New Zealand with the concurrence of Great Britain ; and a full four-party document on 5th June .
The first was merely to adjust the financial contribution under the old an d
new plans 4 and the second was the general and full agreement . No specifi c
2

3

According to the "Datum Line " Policy adopted in Nov 1941 tours consisted of a maximum of :
.
200 hours operational flying
(a) All Commands (other than Coastal)
800
„
„
(b) Coastal Command Flying-boats
.
Landplane GR .
500
„
Attack squadrons
300
„
There were frequent amendments to meet operational requirements .

Although not specifically stated in the appendix a tentative monthly quota of repatriated aircre w
to feed the Canadian home-based sqns and training units was agreed as 238 pilots, 40 observer s
and 30 air gunners .
4 The basis arrived at was that Australia should pay $27,879,181 as the full cost of all her pupil s
entered into Canadian schools before 17 Mar 1942. For each pupil accepted in Canadian school s
after that date under the terms of the original agreement Australia was to pay $8,904 per
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agreement was sought or reached for the continuation of that part of th e
training scheme wholly conducted in Australia . This was to be negotiate d
later in London, but the British Government promised at Ottawa tha t
during these negotiations it would also adjust if necessary Australian cost s
under the Canadian agreement signed on 1st June . The position thus wa s
that Canada had achieved a complete measure of agreement both concerning her responsibilities and her rights ; Australia had reached a partia l
agreement only . The remaining two-party agreements between Australia
and Great Britain both in respect of training in Australia and of charge s
payable for Australian pupils in Canada were not signed until 31st March
1943, the very date on which the old agreements expired . Thus while
Canada's position was clear from mid-1942, some doubts existed at variou s
levels during the next nine months concerning Australian contribution,
responsibilities and rights . The arrangements for national grouping of
Dominion aircrew made at Ottawa referred specifically to Canadians ,
although a promise was made and subsequently recorded in the minute s
that if the Australian and New Zealand Governments desired and too k
the matter up in London they would obtain as far as practicable the sam e
concessions . However, although this was agreed in principle at high level ,
it was also apparent that Canada had earned her large measure of contro l
by her increased contribution and her ability effectively to implement an d
police the arrangements .
It is clear that financial aspects predominated in the Australian approac h
to the Ottawa conference . For purposes of comparison with the costs o f
aircrew trained under the Joint Commonwealth Air Training Plan it i s
interesting to note that in May 1942 a tentative basis of agreement wa s
reached for Australian squadrons which served overseas and remaine d
the financial responsibility of the Commonwealth Government . The United
Kingdom claim in respect of No . 10 Squadron was finally agreed to b e
at the rate of £430,000 sterling per year. The claim for No . 3 Squadron
was complicated by the variety of aircraft which it had received fro m
British sources and was originally rendered at £1,060,000 . However, o n
the basis that it was an average fighter squadron, the annual maintenanc e
claim was accepted as £500,000 . A lump sum payment of £400,000 was
estimated to cover the total cost of Nos . 1, 8 and 21 Squadrons durin g
the whole period of the operations in Malaya and the suggested paymen t
in regard to No. 1 Air Ambulance Unit was £12,000 a year while tw o
aircraft were operating and £5,000 a year when only one was in use .
Meanwhile, early in 1942, Air Marshal Williams had reported personally to the Air Board concerning the problems of administration whic h
had arisen in the United Kingdom and in the Middle East . Australia
herself was urgently making provisions for air defence in the South-Wes t
Pacific and on 3rd March the War Cabinet approved the expansion o f
the permanent Home Defence force to an eventual size of seventy-thre e
squadrons . There was no longer any likelihood that the surplus ground
pilot, $11,400 per observer, $4,469 for each wireless-operator air gunner and $2,897 for each
air gunner .
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crew held in Australia during late 1941 awaiting the formation of Article
XV squadrons would be permitted to go overseas . No drafts for thes e

units had been sent since the entry of Japan into the war except to No .
453 in Malaya, but the War Cabinet had not placed an unconditiona l
embargo on sending drafts but had deferred them until home defenc e
requirements had been met and safe convoy arrangements made . Local
requirements now seemed so large and so urgent that it was unlikely that
there would be any surplus . However, staff appreciations made at Ai r
Force Headquarters in Melbourne suggested that Australia could reason ably expect to complete the manning of seven Article XV squadrons .
This figure was chosen because nucleus ground staffs had already been
supplied . The number of men actually serving overseas with the Roya l
Air Force early in 1942 exceeded by 44 the total number required fo r
seven squadrons but there were serious deficiencies in some trades (including 123 ground wireless operators) balanced by an abnormal surplu s
of fitters . No official action was taken to implement the modified schem e
during the first half of 1942 .
The sailing from Australia of aircrew drafts had also been suspende d
for four months early in 1942 pending survey of local requirements, bu t
it soon became apparent that home units could not absorb the output o f
training schools and the flow of aircrew began once more, and especiall y
large drafts were made to compensate in some measure for the interruption . The problem of ground staff, however, persisted, and on 11th Augus t
1942 the Air Board decided to put the following proposals before th e
War Cabinet :
(1) The R .A .A .F . would complete and keep up to strength the ground staffs fo r
seven Article XV squadrons .
(2) This number to be maintained irrespective of where they served .
(3) Air Ministry would be asked to form the agreed number of 18 Article X V
squadrons with R .A .A.F. aircrew.
(4) No action would be taken to recall any surplus fitter or other ground staff
mustering then overseas .
(5) The question of backing more than seven Article XV squadrons should be
reviewed in March 1943 or earlier if the local tactical situation permitted .
(6) The Supplementary E .A.T.S . Agreement relating to Article XV squadrons
should be revised to meet the new conditions.

As Nos . 452 and 457 Squadrons were already on their way back t o
Australia, the above proposals in effect meant that five and not seve n
squadrons overseas would be given all-Australian ground staffs . The
Minister for Air referred the proposal back and requested full details o f
the precise disposition and employment of the men already overseas .
Numerous signals passed between Melbourne, London and Cairo befor e
a satisfactory picture was developed (the disposition of dispersed groun d
staff changed from week to week especially in the Middle East) and i t
was not until 11th January 1943 that the Minister was able to submi t
the proposals to the Australian War Cabinet . There were then 14 Article
XV squadrons in Europe and the Middle East and 2 in Australia .
AWG 3—18a
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It is clear that throughout 1942 while Australia found it impossible
to fulfil one major provision of the Supplementary Agreement of April
1941 by providing ground staff, increasing emphasis was placed on gaining the provisions favourable to Australia in that Memorandum and th e
1942 Ottawa Agreement . The Air Board prepared a new comprehensive
direction to guide the Overseas Headquarters in matters of administratio n
affecting Australian airmen . It was dated 15th October and addressed to
the acting air officer commanding (McNamara) but much of it ha d
obviously been prepared in June . 5 It actually arrived on 30th December ,
long after Williams himself was back in London . Much of what was newly
authorised by this document had already come to pass before it wa s
received ; a delay of six months between proposal, approval, dispatch fro m
Melbourne and receipt in London was quite inordinate for any solutio n
of a problem so complex as that presented by the dispersal of Australians .
However, this directive was important on several counts . It began with a
re-affirmation of Australian intention to achieve concentration of me n
both in Article XV and other units and a denunciation of the position
actually reported by Williams of wide dispersal . 6 To overcome this situation :
you are therefore directed to represent these facts to the Air Ministry and to take
all necessary steps towards implementing the Agreement and the understandin g
derived from discussions in connection with it, 7 on the following principles :
(a) Aircrew
(1) Aircrew establishments in R .A.A .F . Squadrons shall be filled by R .A .A .F.
personnel.
(2) Aircrew personnel shall, so far as possible, be employed in thei r
respective categories as members of composite Australian crews .
(3) Aircrew personnel not absorbed into R .A .A.F. squadrons shall be grouped
together in R.A .F . squadrons—preferably by the selection of particular
squadrons to which R .A .A .F . personnel are posted . If such squadrons
can be within a particular group of the R .A.F. (according to their nature )
administration would be simplified .
(b) Ground Stag
(1) Ground staff supplied to the establishment of particular R.A.A.F. squadrons are to be employed in those squadrons .
(2) Personnel supplied for training prior to the establishment of ne w
squadrons to be posted for such training in parties, and if possible to
squadrons with similar equipment to the new squadrons, and to be
absorbed into R .A.A.F. squadrons on formation .

The new directive also reviewed the anomalies which had arisen fro m
the segregation and differing terms of service of permanent and E .A .T .S .
personnel serving overseas . In future all members of the Royal Australian
Air Force were to be administered under a common system, the restriction s
6 One paragraph refers to "the Conference at Ottawa this month " ; another to revised establishments which were made in June .
6 Examples given were (a) aircrew serving on 80 operational units, 70 of which had fewer tha n
6 Australians ; (b) 200 of the surplus fitters split among 62 RAF units in the UK ; (c) fitters
in the Middle East acting as motor transport drivers.
7 In the preamble the Air Board bases its claim rather on the statement made by Mr Fairbairn on
his return from Ottawa in 1939, and on Australian desires rather than on any ratified agreemen t
consequent on the generally agreed principle that as far as possible national homogeneity would
be achieved.
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on postings or transfer between the different units were abolished, and n o
special drafts were to be sent from Australia to man Nos . 3 and 10 Squadrons which would draw their reinforcements both of aircrew and groun d
staff from the common pool . It was also thought desirable that, as soon
as possible, all Australians should revert to their own paybook system ,
and that either there should be no limitation on drawing full Australia n
rates, or, if such restrictions were insisted on by the Air Ministry, that th e
permanent squadrons should also conform . 8 The difficulties which ha d
arisen concerning promotions and commissioning of airmen were als o
set out and in general Overseas Headquarters was to seek the same arrangements granted to Canada at Ottawa . 9 It was emphasised that Australia
The Ottawa Agreement of 1942 had maintained the principle that Dominion aircrew shoul d
only draw pay at British rates, the difference being credited to them after the war .
The changes in system of pay and the accounts kept under existing arrangements had prove d
very unsatisfactory and Australia had found it virtually impossible either to submit claims i n
connection with United Kingdom liabilities, or to finalise deceased estates . Continuation pay book s
and the maintenance at OHQ of a record of each individual 's pay throughout his entire servic e
with the RAF were required to repair this situation . It was also thought that more dissatisfaction
had been caused by having members of one service on differing pay systems than would accru e
from a basic difference between all Australians and British airmen . Again as Australians were
farthest from home and had no set tour of oversea service it was claimed that they had specia l
need to draw their full pay.
9 This included a review of all airmen then overseas because "there is no doubt that a numbe r
of trainees from the earlier courses were of a type suitable for commissions but failed to receiv e
appointments thereto because of the limitations in the number of commissions granted at the .
conclusion of flying-training courses . It is also believed that many of those still serving a s
sergeants would have been commissioned were they in competition with others on subsequen t
courses, although such others have been commissioned in preference to still others who underwent training with them at such later courses" .
There were occasional criticisms that the earliest aircrew selection boards in Australia did no t
pay sufficient attention to academic qualifications and accepted students with much zeal bu t
insufficient application . The following tables extracted from "Investigation into the Background o f
Aircrew enlisting under the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan during the first twelve month s
of recruiting" by W . R . Clark of the Official War History Branch would appear, however, to sho w
the very high standard of the early pupils .
9

Educational Standards of Graduate Aircrew
All Categories

Higher

Pilots

Observers

6

6

W-Air Gunners

10

3

Senior

32

31

48

13

Junior

54

56

41

60

8

4

1

24

Observers

W-Air Gunners

—

Under Junior

Civil Occupations of Graduate Aircrew
Pilots

All Categories
M-El

S- Es

Professional

2

3

2

2

Student

3

3

3

3

1

62

68

52

74

50

White collar

4

2

6

5

4

Skilled and semi-skilled

15

10

20

8

24

Primary production

14

14

17

8

21

Small business

Higher = University or Diploma standard .
Senior = Five years successful secondary education.
Junior = Four years successful secondary education .

1 M-E—multi-engined aircraft
S-E--single-engined aircraft
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desired that at least one Australian officer should be a member of ever y
selection board from its earliest stage, and that the same principle shoul d
apply in cases of courts-martial . The need for a personnel reception an d
disposal centre was restated not only in the interests of the men them selves but as being the only practical way in which comprehensive record s
could be compiled for each individual before and after his attachment t o
the R .A .F . and thus facilitate personal and inter-governmental financial
settlements . Guidance was also given on the somewhat vexed questio n
of oversea tours . The previous intention of relieving both air and ground
crews of the permanent squadrons after twelve months' service oversea s
was cancelled in favour of a common system :
. . . it is, therefore, proposed to try out in practice :
(a)
(b)

The relief of ground staffs after about two years' overseas service .
The relief of aircrews without distinction as to where employed as opportunit y
offers, but based on the necessity to recall operationally experienced personnel.

To assist in general administration, new establishments were authorise d
for Overseas Headquarters by this memorandum . Provost services were to
be set up in London and Cairo . Provision was made for three chaplain s
in Great Britain and three in the Middle East .' The importance of news
from home was recognised by authorisation of Australian base post office s
in London and Cairo ; welfare officers were also to be appointed to work
in close cooperation with the Australian Comforts Fund . All these additions
attacked one aspect of the problem caused by wide dispersal of Australia n
airmen ; they all eventually not only did good service in their respectiv e
tasks but at the same time helped the creation of a central records syste m
by bringing men who otherwise might have made no effort themselves ,
into personal contact with the headquarters . The gap between intentio n
and action is again apparent, however, in that a welfare officer for duties
in London, although approved in June 1942, was not chosen until December and did not arrive to commence duties until March 1943 .
The general purpose of the new directive was to widen the powers of
Air Marshal Williams to allow him to exercise the full powers of the
Air Board in the administration of Australian airmen overseas (excludin g
Canada and the South-West Pacific) and it was proposed formally to post
all men sent overseas to Overseas Headquarters, which would then
attach all those surplus to permanent squadron requirements for dut y
with the Royal Air Force . The air officer commanding could in futur e
effect remustering, reclassification and promotion of all airmen and appoin t
to commissions, confirm and promote officers in consultation where necessary with the Air Ministry . This administrative authority was to b e
exercised in accordance with Australian and not British conditions of
service .
2

In each case one Church of England and one Roman Catholic padre and one to give guidanc e
to all other Protestant adherents . Concerning these appointments "it is desired that the greatest
use be made of these chaplains, not only for religious duties including visits to the sick, but als o
to keep in touch with RAAF personnel and to become acquainted with their outlook generally ,
and to judge of their morale and general well being . They are not to be allotted to other dutie s
which will interfere with the above nor which are more appropriately those of other branches" .
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Thus, by the end of 1942, a conscious effort had been made to eliminat e
some of the administrative difficulties apparent in Australian overse a
deployment and policy enunciated for a closely integrated national force .
Meanwhile, in practice, much had occurred to render inoperative thes e
plans, which were aimed more precisely against the difficulties of 194 1
than of 1942, a year of tremendous dangers which spread Australian s
even more widely geographically, but also a year of tremendous preparations which dispersed them functionally . These difficulties were not immediately apparent because the cessation of aircrew drafts from Australi a
entailed the arrival at Bournemouth of only approximately 1,000 Australian airmen during the first six months of 1942 compared with ove r
2,500 in the latter half of 1941 . This permitted the Australian Section t o
improve its reception and training arrangements . Two important factors
affecting postings from Bournemouth were also partly hidden for Australians by the temporary diminution in arrivals . One was the Bomber
Command decision to man heavy aircraft with one instead of two pilot s
thereby causing greater delays for this category ; the other was the policy ,
partially begun in November 1941 but becoming almost complete durin g
this period, of posting men from Bournemouth not direct to operationa l
training units but to refresher units in Training Command . 2 The attachment, during the spring, of parties of Australian airmen to army unit s
also gave purpose to men awaiting posting, and by July there were onl y
thirty-two transient aircrew on the strength of the Australian Section . 3 Th e
situation seemed well in hand and White had already on 1st June bee n
attached as unofficial (later confirmed) liaison officer at the Headquarter s
of Flying Training Command in which there was an obvious concentration of Australians . The situation at Bournemouth during this period i s
set out in the accompanying table .
1942
P
58
Jan
128
Feb
157
Mar
9
Apr
111
May
Jun
1
Total 1464

0 WAG AG
37
57
2
53
46
14
53
25
4
7
30
2
41
37
144
54
9
3
245 204
169

Not Posted

Posted

Arrivals
Total
154
241
239
48
333
67
1,082

P
130
130
74
156
60
72
622

0 WAG AG
58 158
11
25
40
21
61
71
8
40
24
2
32
62
48
44
10
95
260 365
185

Total
357
216
214
222
202
221
1,432

P
114
112
195
48
99
28

0 WAG AG Total
27
64
12 21 7
55
70
5 242
47
24
1 26 7
14
30
1
93
23
5
97 224
33
4
5
70

This policy was designed to raise all oversea products to a common level permitting easy trainin g
Gt Britain, the airfields no t
at the OTU phase. As all basic training was being moved out of
needed for operations became available for this type of training .
2 Very heavy postings were possible during the spring and early summer of 1942 . The total strength
of the Bournemouth Station Training Section (ignoring men of all nationalities undergoin g
reception procedures, on leave, or temporarily attached) was only 105 whereas the capacit y
was 1,250.

2
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It will be seen from this table that the flow of various categories of
aircrew during this period was very uneven (85 per cent of straight air
gunners arrived during a single month) . Total postings although fairly
constant month by month and practically exhausting Australian stocks
gave little chance that even a majority of the men would become crewe d
up together as was the professed Australian intention . The situation
deteriorated during the second half of 1942 because, although, as ha s
been seen, a separate Australian P .R .C . emerged so that problems of
reception and record keeping were virtually solved, the resumption of
drafts from Australia and the onset of winter conditions which impede d
flying training again caused large numbers to build up at Bournemouth .
In addition to the local training course of three weeks in ground subject s
it was necessary by December to employ the following expedients to occup y
aircrew during their lengthened stay : 4
A. Pilots, navigators and bomb aimers were attached to elementary flying trainin g
schools for acclimatisation and map reading . At first capacity was very
limited but soon four schools in No . 50 Group and five in No . 51 Grou p
were accepting pupils.
B. Aircrew in increasing numbers were attached to Army units .
C. Administration and leadership courses for officers and N .C.O's.
D . A naval training section was opened at Bournemouth giving a weekly cours e
in ship recognition and naval liaison matters.

In July the posting arrangements were modified . Hitherto postings had
been effected by block lists compiled, one for pilots and another for all
other categories, at the Air Ministry . There was no personal element ,
selection being made purely from training records and according to existing vacancies. Brothers and comrades were often needlessly separate d
and Australians were scattered among all training units . Now the authority
for such postings was delegated to Flying Training Command and a smal l
selection party was set up at Bournemouth to correlate general requirements with the individual wishes of the pupils themselves—but this boar d
dealt only with pilots. In October, when the Australian P .R .C . became
a separate unit, direct communication was possible with Flying Trainin g
Command and the Air Ministry so that further improvement was possible .
The "central postings organisation" promised in the Ottawa Agreemen t
still did not exist, however. Although, in September 1942, an Australian
officer began to work with the Bournemouth posting panel, this affecte d
only initial direction into training units ; posting from these to operationa l
training units was done by the Air Ministry ; posting from operational
training units to squadrons was the responsibility of the various commands themselves .
,

' The estimated wait at Bournemouth in Dec 1942 was :
Pilot, 91-11 weeks .
Navigator, Nav Bomb aimer, Air Bomber, 101-121 weeks .
Nav Wireless, 5-8 weeks .
Air Gunner, 1-3 weeks .
Note : Air Bomber=Bomb aimer.
In 1941 an Australian offr began work at Air Ministry but his position was advisory rather than
executive.
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The flow of aircrew through Bournemouth during the second half o f
1942 was as in the accompanying table from which it will readily be see n
that the number of men arriving at Bournemouth more than double d
compared with the previous period but that the monthly figures fluctuate d
widely . 6
1942
P
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct

4

0
8

Not Posted

Posted

Arrivals
WAG
13

AG
2

Total
27

P
25

0
30

WAG AG
7

Total

0
11

WAG AG
10

4

52

44

48 4
61

3

65

305

88

47

Total

433

113

46

40

632

135

36

9

—

180

56

10

12

5

83

331

82

46

46

505

29

16

13

3

12

152

15

11

14

4

44

52

595

251

105

164

1,11 5

771

311

119

119

1,320

63

45

13

13

134

78

50

12

Nov

601

249

105

168

1,123

21

9

14

8

Dec

292

176

108

21

597

116

116

93

67

392

136

1,346

Total

P
27

1,449

601

297

249

2,596

706

323

181

The Australian depot was again virtually empty at the end of October ;
and this point, which was never again to be attained, also serves as th e
dividing line between the periods of remote and Australian-influence d
postings of men from Bournemouth.
Wing Commander White commenced duty with Flying Training Command on 1st June 1942 and by early in October had visited and reporte d
on forty schools or satellites where Australians were then present eithe r
as pupils or instructors . At this time there were few serious criticism s
from pupils who were only too pleased at the prospect of soon being o n
operations . Some pilots originally trained on single-engined aircraft wer e
dissatisfied when sent to advanced flying units for twin-engined aircraft ;
the makeshift nature of early navigator and wireless-air gunner trainin g
at observer advanced flying units was criticised ; and there was inevitabl e
discomfort where men had to accept accommodation originally intende d
for basic trainees. All these apparent faults were quickly forgotten whe n
the reasons for them was explained to the men, and the only grievance s
which remained general concerned the feeling of Australians that the y
were too dispersed, were badly served by postal arrangements and genera l
contact with home news, had great difficulty in getting Australian equipment, and were for the most part out of touch with welfare organisation s
—on all of which points they could not help contrasting themselves wit h
Canadian pupils .' These general matters also affected instructors, although
to a lesser extent, since, as they were static, most of them soon mad e
satisfactory arrangements for mail, uniform and comforts, and by makin g
7 More men arrived in the peak month of Nov than Jan-Jul inclusive.
system of
7 The Australian Comforts Fund was anxious to help Australian airmen but its rigid
demand and dispatch to officially notified locations simply would not cope with the expansion o f
units and the rapid dispersal and circulation of airmen . There was no welfare offr at OHQ and
the ACF had no field offrs or sub-depots . The same difficulties attended voluntary organisations
which tried hard to distribute Australian newspapers and periodicals.
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firm local friends they lost some of the sense of isolation . Instructors ,
however, had more precise and deep-seated grievances . In August 194 2
there were seventy-seven Australian instructors in Flying Training Command and the number was constantly rising . 8 Of this number only fifteen
were volunteers and only four had any appreciable operational experience .
There was a general resentment against non-operational duties and a feeling of unfairness as the Canadians had made arrangements that their
men should not be so employed . 9 Australians felt strongly that, as me n
were retained in Australia and others held in Canada for instructiona l
purposes, all arriving in Great Britain should be used in actual operational work . This was a fallacy because in the main such Australians were
detailed in Britain only for instructional work at the A .F .U's and not
for basic training for which they had already been "creamed off" else where . The rapid increase in requirements occasioned by introductio n
of advanced flying units in 1942 could not be met by volunteers and i t
was vitally necessary that suitable instructors should be detailed . Onc e
the position was suitably explained it was generally accepted and Australian antipathy centred more on the length than the principle of suc h
service . Policy was vague at first, and on 18th August 1942 White reporte d
to Overseas Headquarters that at No . 1 (Observers) Advanced Flying
Unit at Wigtown he had been confronted by Australians who had almos t
completed twelve months' service as staff pilots whereas they had bee n
categorically promised that the tour was only six months . Similar instances
were reported from other schools, although by carefully checking some o f
these it is obvious that Australians tended to make at least bold exaggerations of their non-operational service in the hope of being posted to mor e
active work . Again this was a situation which could be met only b y
emphasising the real value of this type of contribution and an attempt t o
create a common system . Gradually the non-operational tours became
fixed as 18 months for instructors and 12 months for staff pilots . Although
these frequently had to be extended because of the constant outpacing o f
supply by demand it did give a fairly definite ruling so that for the greate r
part of their service Australians worked happily and purposefully .
The greatest anomaly which White found in Flying Training Command ,
however, was the general ignorance (unparalleled except perhaps in th e
Middle East) of promotion and commissioning policy . In all his visits to
units he did not encounter an Australian flight sergeant until 10th August .
Repeatedly he drew the attention of commanding officers to Air Ministr y
Order A/1087 1 but some professed no knowledge of it, some thought tha t
it had been superseded by automatic promotions, and in very few cases
had any action been taken . At the same time there was a very high degre e
of cooperation once Australian requirements were understood, and the
8 100 in Dec 1942 ; 167 in Jun 1943 ; 309 in Dec 1943 .
° This was later altered and all Dominions shared in the work .
1 Issued Dec 1941 . The operative clause was : "The Air Officer Commanding Overseas Headquarter s
Royal Australian Air Force, Kodak House, Kingsway, London, W .C .2, is the responsible authority for the promotion of airmen of the Royal Australian Air Force, and Commanding Officer s
of such airmen serving in the United Kingdom
. are to forward recommendations direct t o
him immediately and subsequently on the first day of each month . . . .
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position improved rapidly as a result of these visits and of explanator y
circulars sent out by Flying Training Command at White ' s request .
A considerable amount of repair work thus went on throughout 194 2
to cover administrative faults which had arisen either through the failur e
to make adequate provision beforehand or through the new emergencie s
which altered the early simple conception of the Empire Air Trainin g
Scheme. Air Marshal Williams and Air Vice-Marshal Wrigley 2 (who re placed him in London) also strongly pressed Australian administrativ e
claims during a series of conferences to amend and extend the original
two-party training agreement . The outcome of these discussions was th e
signing on 31st March 1943 of two documents very favourable to Australia, which clearly show despite what was to happen in practice, tha t
Great Britain was willing to concede in principle the claims which Australi a
had advanced throughout the protracted negotiations . One of the ne w
documents was simply a financial agreement between Britain and Australia (concurred in by Canada) that all Australians trained in Canada
irrespective of aircrew mustering should be charged for at a set rate o f
$7,000 and that all such capitation fees should be deducted from Britain' s
share of the total Canadian costs .' The other was specifically to define
arrangements for the continuation for two years if necessary of the existing training organisation in Australia . While agreeing to make the majority
of trainees available "for service with, or in conjunction with, the Roya l
Air Force " Australia was to retain whatever portion of the output sh e
required to man her own squadrons or form new ones as aircraft becam e
available . Australia was to continue to bear the prime cost of all trainin g
in Australia but received some benefit from an increased British contribution in kind, chiefly aircraft and spares, and also freedom from financia l
liability for any British personnel lent to implement the scheme, and for
transportation costs for any Australians repatriated for any cause befor e
the end of the war .
The real strength of the new agreement lay in two appendices specific ally modifying clauses 10 and 12 of the main text. Appendix II dealt with
the conditions of service of Australians overseas and stated firmly tha t
"personnel of the Royal Australian Air Force serving with, or in con junction with the Royal Air Force will remain under the conditions o f
service of the Royal Australian Air Force " . Commissioning policy an d
procedure in general was to follow that agreed on at Ottawa, although th e
cases of all men not accorded commissions on graduation were to b e
reviewed after a lapse of six months, provided they had by that tim e
begun productive flying either with squadrons or as instructors . As wit h
Canadians, individual Australians could make personal applications o r
their cases could be raised by liaison officers, although the normal metho d
of commissioning airmen was still to be the periodic recommendations o f
AVM H. N . Wrigley, CBE, DFC, AFC . (1914-18 : Capt Aust Flying Corps; 2 and 3 Sgns) . Com d
1 Gp 1939-40 ; AOC Sthn Area 1940 ; Air Mbr Personnel 1940-42 ; AOC Overseas HQ RAA F
1942-46. Regular air force offr ; of East Malvern, Vic ; b . Melbourne, 21 Apr 1892 .
8 This flat rate was as from 1 Apr 1943 and replaced the variable charges for different categorie s
agreed on in Jun 1942 at Ottawa which in turn had replaced the original Australian responsibility
for a proportion of all costs of the scheme .
2
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unit commanders followed by selection board procedure in which the air
officer commanding Overseas Headquarters was to have confirming an d
overriding powers . The major change in conditions of service was seen ,
however,in clauses which ensured that in future Australians would receiv e
full Australian rates of pay without the limitation in the previous agreements that while overseas they should draw only amounts equivalent t o
R .A .F . rates . This appendix also repeated the policy in respect of overse a
tours already incorporated in the second Ottawa Agreement—that when ever possible ground staff should be repatriated after two years, and als o
aircrew should not do two operational tours if there were sufficient me n
trained who had yet to commence their first tour, but that until tha t
position was reached they might be called on for two operational and tw o
non-operational tours . A new clause was introduced, however, that nonoperational employment should be as instructors "or in staff appointments ,
particularly staff appointments in establishments of units of the Roya l
Australian Air Force and in those Station and Group Headquarters t o
which R .A .A .F. Squadrons or R.A .F . Squadrons selected to receiv e
R.A.A .F. aircrews are allotted . . . . "
This constant reiteration that Australians should be concentrated a s
much as possible found its full flowering in Appendix III of the sam e
document . This appendix alone was equal in length to the main text and
the other appendices combined and began with a brief outline of Australian administrative machinery in being or contemplated . Provisio n
was made that any liaison officers within commands, and men servin g
at the Air Ministry or at the Royal Air Force Records Office would b e
borne on the establishment of Overseas Headquarters and would not fil l
posts in the personnel establishments of the R .A .F . Thus they would
have direct communication with Overseas Headquarters and would carry
dual functional responsibility to that headquarters and also to Britis h
authorities . This switch in emphasis was also noticeable in relation to th e
Australian personnel depot whose officer commanding was to "select
aircrew and other personnel in the reception section of the Depot for posting to training and other units in accordance with the general trainin g
and operational requirements of the Royal Air Force . . . ." These clauses
were designed to give Australia not only better records but a high degre e
of policing over the employment of her airmen . Liaison staffs in th e
Middle East and India which derived their authority from and were t o
remain under the functional direction of Overseas Headquarters were
to ensure that all administrative procedures obtaining in the United Kingdom were applied as far as practicable to all areas .
For the first time the long-standing but often misunderstood Australia n
demands concerning the retention of national identity of her airmen wer e
included in a high-level agreement . Thus paragraph 14 of Appendix II I
clearly stated :
. . . it is recognised as the express wish of the Government of Australia that :
(a) personnel of the Royal Australian Air Force shall wear the uniform of tha t
Force ;
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(b) they shall serve together in crews of aircraft and shall not be posted to unit s
in such a manner that they become scattered in small numbers throughou t
the Royal Air Force ;
(c) they shall not be employed in remote localities unless in sufficient number s
to facilitate the carrying out of the administrative responsibilities with whic h
the Air Officer Commanding Overseas Headquarters, Royal Australian Ai r
Force, is charged ;
(d) they shall, subject to operational exigencies, be commanded by officers ,
warrant and non-commissioned officers of the Royal Australian Air Force .

With these principles in mind it was stipulated that there should be prio r
consultation between the Air Ministry and the Overseas Headquarters o n
all except routine matters affecting the employment of Australians and tha t
the Overseas Headquarters " will be entitled to enquire into and mak e
direct representations to the Air Ministry about the well being and necessities, either individually or collectively, of such personnel" . Subject to
operational needs, headquarters could exercise the right of recall fro m
attachment to the R .A .F . of any individual, and its concurrence was to be
sought for any posting of Australians of the rank of wing commande r
or above . Moreover in relation to the Article XV squadrons it was to
approve the selection of all commanding officers and (except in fighte r
squadrons) flight commanders.
Two legal matters received some prominence in the agreement . Firstly ,
all British aircrew or airmen serving with Article XV squadrons were to
be attached to the Royal Australian Air Force while so serving . Secondly ,
all courts-martial were to be convened when legally applicable unde r
R .A .A .F . law and the court to be composed entirely of Australian officer s
unless they should not be available . For courts-martial convened under
R .A .F . law the president and as many members of the court as possibl e
were to be Australians . Proceedings of district courts-martial were to b e
passed to the Overseas Headquarters for review after promulgation, and
those of general courts-martial for review prior to confirmation .
Australia did not propose that the number of her Article XV squadron s
be increased from eighteen in the same ratio as that accorded to Canada, 4
but the formation of those not already formed under the original quot a
was to be effected as soon as practicable . One of the main reasons, a s
will be seen, was the difficulty of providing ground staffs for Article X V
squadrons, and the clauses in the earlier agreements promising full groun d
staff backing were restated less precisely by :
These eighteen squadrons will be commanded and manned by personnel of th e
Royal Australian Air Force as far as possible and other personnel will be posted
thereto only to fill such vacancies as cannot be filled by personnel of the Roya l
Australian Air Force .
. . . every effort shall be made to replace such personnel as soon as practicable b y
personnel of the Royal Australian Air Force .
4 The Ottawa Agreement of Jun 1942 increased the Canadian allocation from 25 to 35 . It has been

seen in Chapter 5 that in 1941 Australia made tentative enquiries about increasing her quota an d
at the Ottawa talks AVM Goble was informed that on the basis then being considered Australi a
was entitled to an increase from 18 to 25 squadrons .
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This decision not to increase the number of Article XV squadrons meant ,
however, that there would be an ever-increasing number of Australian air crew who could not be absorbed by the existing units . To meet this difficulty it was stated that a number of R .A .F . squadrons would be chose n
and "so far as practicable Australians will be posted to these squadrons " .
Finally as a further measure of concentration of Australians it wa s
formally agreed that :
Subject to operational exigencies the flying-boat squadrons of the Royal Aus tralian Air Force will be located together at a selected R .A .F . station .
(b) Bomber squadrons of the Royal Australian Air Force in the United Kingdo m
will be located as far as operational exigencies will allow at selected station s
and within a selected Bomber Group of the Royal Air Force .
(c) Unless otherwise mutually agreed, squadrons of the Royal Australian Air
Force yet to be formed . . . will be bomber squadrons and will, subject to
operational exigencies, be located within the same Bomber Group as thos e
referred to at (b) .
(d) Squadrons of the Royal Air Force selected to receive aircrew personnel o f
the Royal Australian Air Force will as far as practicable be located withi n
the same Bomber Group of the Royal Air Force as bomber squadrons o f
the Royal Australian Air Force .
(a)

Australia thus at last received full recognition of her national aims i n
respect of her airmen, together with full authority to make these aim s
effective if circumstances would permit . Had these aims been clearly state d
and accepted from the outset and comparable machinery set up at a
much earlier date it is possible that the pattern of Australian contributio n
would have been materially different . As it was, by the time this agreement was signed approximately 8,400 Australian aircrew had arrived i n
Great Britain alone and had been absorbed in operational units or a vas t
complex post-graduate training system, neither of which had paid o r
could easily be altered to pay precise attention to Australian aspirations .
The machine was working at full capacity, but its final output barel y
satisfied the continually growing demand ; obviously it could not be stopped ,
and even attempts to fit governors or to feed in special rather than universal
material caused many difficulties . The "subject to operational exigencies"
and the " as far as possible" clauses scattered thickly throughout thi s
high-level agreement, although at first sight relatively unimportant, assume d
very great importance at practical levels, and for the most part Australi a
was still left chasing a dream rather than a reality . In many ways th e
reinforced authority of Overseas Headquarters and the public acknowledgment of Australian desires halted and to a certain extent reversed th e
centrifugal tendencies previously in operation . Only one of the eight
" express wishes" of the Australian Government solemnly ratified in thi s
agreement had more than partial success, and that one—the wearing o f
distinctive uniform—had been attained from the beginning .
This failure was not due to want of effort, because, armed with its
new authority, Overseas Headquarters during May 1943 brought to th e
attention of the Director-General of Postings, Air Ministry, that Australian s
were then scattered among at least 135 squadrons in Britain alone . The
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Air Ministry undertook to write to the various commands requesting thei r
cooperation to improve the position, and Overseas Headquarters als o
made independent representations to them . Fighter Command was aske d
to note that it held 73 Australian pilots spread over 18 Spitfire squadrons and 13 pilots in 8 Typhoon squadrons, and that an opportunit y
obviously existed to concentrate these men into squadrons with a distinctive Australian character. Coastal Command similarly had 20 Australians
in 5 Sunderland squadrons, 9 in 4 Beaufighter squadrons, 27 in 3 Fortress
squadrons, and 28 in 3 Hudson squadrons . Little was done, however, i n
either Command because, at working levels, it was felt that a wide sprea d
of nationalities and talents gave the best operational results . Australia
was herself at fault in that she lagged behind other Dominions and Allie d
nations in appointing to the R .A .F. commands liaison officers who could
have brought day-to-day pressure on the problem . Such posts were not
established for Fighter and Coastal Commands until November 1943 .
In the Middle East and India the wide geographical scope of commands, the very varied nature of squadrons and constant movement presented special difficulties to R .A .F. authorities and the Australian liaiso n
officers in any attempt to secure concentration . In the Middle East crew s
specially trained and sent out from Britain to back existing Article X V
squadrons were on occasion diverted to other squadrons and little mor e
than lip service was paid to the concentration of men into national squadrons . In the India theatre where there were no Australian squadrons, ther e
were in May 1943 approximately 330 Australians serving among 4 1
different squadrons, only 9 of which had more than 10 Australians o n
strength . Again a promise "subject to operational efficienc y " was made that
Australians would be brought together in groups but little change actuall y
resulted and as late as January 1945 when the actual Australian aircrew
strength in this theatre had risen to 872, they were disposed among 10 6
units ; 590 with 60 operational squadrons and 282 in 46 non-operational
formations .
It was in Bomber Command, however, where perhaps the most exasperating situation existed . Australia had decided to put an ever-increasin g
proportion of her airmen into this command, but the anomaly existed tha t
while Article XV squadrons were still only partially manned by Australians, large numbers were serving with other squadrons of all groups .
It seemed incomprehensible that with the Australian depot literally overflowing with all types of basically-trained aircrew that the aim of homogeneous crewing, full staffing of Article XV squadrons and concentration
of other Australians into nominated R .A .F . squadrons could not b e
achieved . To this end No . 27 Operational Training Unit at Lichfield had
already been specified as the unit backing Australian squadrons . Theoretically this unit which maintained four courses with an average intake o f
eighteen crews per course in summer and eleven in winter for a ten-weeks '
period of training should have provided more than twenty crews each
month, ample for Australian requirements . Lichfield, however, was still
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receiving a very ill-matched input for each course and the proportion o f
complete Australian crews was not large .
The main reasons for mixed crewing thus appeared to be inside Flying
Training Command and in the method of posting men from that Comman d
to operational training units . On 21st January 1943 the Australian P.R .C .
suggested that men should not be posted but only attached to advance d
flying units, so that they would remain on strength of an Australian unit
which could watch more closely over their entry into operational trainin g
units . This suggestion was not adopted because the Air Ministry though t
it imperative to retain complete control over such movements . Australia n
effort then switched towards obtaining some concentration of men withi n
Flying Training Command itself as the first preliminary to a matched flo w
through operational training units and on to squadrons . The Comman d
itself was very willing to cooperate and agreed that Australian instructors
and staff pilots could be posted to a small number of units up to 30 pe r
cent of establishment. The Australian liaison officer then arranged wit h
the Aircrew Selection Board at Bournemouth to post Australian pupil s
to the same units, and this action was agreed to by Flying Trainin g
Command . As a result the number of Australian pilots at No . 15 (Pilots )
Advanced Flying Unit, Babdown Farm, rose from 174 on 13th April
to 280 on 25th May 1943 . The Air Ministry, however, ruled that this
concentration was undesirable and stated in a letter to Flying Training
Command on 29th May :
. . . This practice is contrary to Air Ministry policy, which has been represente d
to Bournemouth on several occasions, that Dominion pupil pilots should be sprea d
as evenly as possible over the (P) A .F .U's and it is accordingly requested that concentration of Dominion pupil pilots into any particular (P) A .F.U. be discontinued
forthwith . . . .

In the face of this definite pronouncement and the desire of men to tak e
any posting that presented itself, Australians again became widely scattered, although efforts were continually made, at times successfully, t o
channel them into the units which already had Australian instructors . 5
Because there was such an obvious disparity between the wishes of the
Dominions and results in practice, the Director-General of Postings issue d
on 28th May 1943 a comprehensive paper on the vexed questions o f
"Dominionisation" and "Concentration ".. He postulated five consideration s
governing the posting of men to operational training units :
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

It is essential that O .T .U's should be kept fully supplied with aircrew materia l
as intakes become due . Such material should so far as possible be fully up
to the training standard laid down. When it is necessary to utilise "sub standard" material the best of the "sub-standard" should be used .
Each O.T.U. must be given an equal opportunity of maintaining its outpu t
of trained crews and it is therefore necessary to distribute to each a fai r
share of the fully-trained and of the "next best" material .
So far as possible the available officer personnel should be distribute d
equally.

6 The Air Ministry in the letter quoted above approved of concentration of Dominion instructors .
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In deciding the particular O.T.U . to which pilots should be posted, cognisance has to be given to the individual's previous training, the recommendations made by the instructors at the schools through which he has passed ,
and so far as possible, preference of the pilot for particular types of aircraft .
Nearly all operational types of aircraft have certain limitations as regard s
the physical dimensions of the various members of the crew which can b e
fitted into them.

Again the number available for posting to operational training units
was governed not by reserves at Bournemouth, but by the output of th e
advanced flying units, which, because they had inferior airfields and maintenance facilities, often found it difficult to adhere to a set length of cours e
even when sickness or need for additional training did not prevent th e
availability for posting of individuals . From the total weekly output many
had to be earmarked for instructional and special operational requirements .
Week by week therefore the postings Directorate is presented on the one han d
with a block of material, seldom sufficient in quantity, of varying degrees of ability ,
and of mixed identity to meet those requirements . . . . The Article XV Squadrons
are fed from particular O .T.U's . . . . When these O .T.U . intakes coincide with the
availability of fully-trained air crew personnel of all categories ex A .F.U's, dominionisation is simple. When, however, dominion personnel are available but the appropriate
O .T.U . does not happen to be intaking, this personnel may necessarily have to b e
utilised to meet other current requirements if the maintenance of front line squadrons is not to be jeopardised . . . .

The paper then gives details of the men available on 18th May 194 3
and their actual distribution. Two O .T .U 's (Nos . 22 and 23), backing
Canadian squadrons, required in all 36 complete crews and got their full
requirements except for wireless air gunners, no Canadians being avail able . No . 11 O .T .U . which had a commitment for 4 New Zealand crews
from its intake of 18 crews, received suitable numbers of each category .
No . 27 O .T .U ., the Australian O .T .U. at Lichfield, was not intaking tha t
week so the available Australians were distributed as in the table on
page 550 .
This meant, inevitably, that 59 crews headed by Australians would be
formed but not one would be suitable for posting to an Article XV squadron or even one of the proposed nominated squadrons in which Australians were to be concentrated . Moreover, as more than two-thirds o f
the straight air gunners in the week's total intake were Canadians, it wa s
inevitable that most crews would have more Canadians than Australian s
and thus be more suitable for Canadian nominated squadrons . On the
other hand, in weeks when No . 27 O .T .U . required aircrew, Australians
might not be available . Thus, on 23rd March 1943, to form 18 crew s
only 13 pilots, no navigators, 3 air bombers, 4 wireless air gunner s
and 9 air gunners were Australians, permitting a single truly-Australia n
crew only by the reclassification of one of the air bombers ; seventeen
crews quite unsuitable for Article XV Squadrons would inevitably be
formed . This was by no means an isolated example at this time because
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another course at Lichfield at the same time held 7 Australian pilots ,
15 navigators, 17 air bombers, 1 wireless air gunner and 41 air gunner s
from whom only one complete and seven predominantly-Australian crews
were formed .

Crews
Required

Pilots

Navigator

Air
Bombers

WOAG

Air
Gunners

No. 10

18

6

—

1

—

—

15

18

8

—

—

2

—

19

16

—

—

—

—

—

22

18

—

—

—

—

—

23

18

—

—

—

—

—

24

17

—

—

—

—

—

11

18

12

—

—

—

2

12

18

—

—

2

—

13

6

1

—

—

—

—

14

18

9

—

—

—

—

16

18

15

—

—

—

—

26

16

—

—

—

—

—

29

18

8

—

—

—

—

217

59

—

3

2

2

O .T.U .

There were, of course, two methods by which this dispersal could b e
overcome ; either by " storing" national categories until they could be poste d
in matched numbers, or by breaking up crews ; but neither of these wer e
acceptable to Bomber Command . All that Overseas Headquarters coul d
do was press for greater consideration for postings to No . 27 O.T .U. Thi s
was done, and with the arrival of an Australian commanding office r
(Group Captain Heffernan) in June 1943 and the concentration ther e
of both Australian pupils and instructors, the crew position for Article X V
squadrons improved immensely towards the end of 1943 . In August 194 3
the Air Ministry also supplied Overseas Headquarters with details of
the weekly outputs of all O .T .U's so that representations could be made
concerning the use to which Australian aircrew were put. At the beginning
of September 1943 there were 1,810 Australians in 24 Bomber Comman d
operational training units ; 690 of these were at No. 27 O .T .U ., 293 a t
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No . 21 O .T .U . Moreton-in-the-Marsh which fed oversea Article XV Squadrons ; there were approximately 100 at each of Nos . 12 and 15 O .T .U' s
but the remainder were spread in relatively small numbers which inevitabl y
meant a very small incidence of fully-Australian crews .
It was thus not possible during 1943 to proceed far with the plan fo r
concentration of Australians into nominated R .A .F . squadrons and they
remained fairly evenly spread throughout the main bomber force . No r
because of differing equipment, non-provision of ground staff and o f
senior staff officers, was it practicable to bring the existing Article X V
squadrons together in one group . Australia was too preoccupied with he r
own needs in the Pacific to provide the two classes of men which woul d
have given real solidity to her oversea effort . At the beginning of 194 2
two group captains, three wing commanders and three squadron leader s
had been sent from Australia but these were only sufficient to comman d
existing Australian units . The two-party agreement in March particularl y
requested that Australians should be given staff appointments in Bombe r
Command, but the Royal Air Force was reluctant to place officers i n
the higher operational and training posts unless they already had considerable administrative experience, which E .A .T .S . graduates, howeve r
brilliant they might be on operations, had had little chance to acquire .
As there was no continuing flow of experienced officers from Australi a
there was no Australian filling a staff post at either Bomber Comman d
or at a group headquarters as late as October 1943, although by that
time Canadians had been integrated in significant numbers . It was to b e
some time before Australians were available to act as commanding officer s
of bomber stations . 6
Many factors which complicated the employment and disposition of Aus tralian airmen during 1943 first became apparent at the personnel reception centre . The number of Australians awaiting posting at Bournemout h
had reached 1,943 by 1st May 1943 and, as it was clear that Bournemout h
would no longer hold all Dominion pupils, the Air Ministry offered R .A.F .
Station, Brighton, as alternative accommodation for Australians and Ne w
Zealanders . The latter had previously been administered by No, 1 1
P .D .R.C . but were now to form their own depot (No . 12 P .R.C .) . The
move took place between 27th-31st May, and Wing Commander Whit e
returned from Headquarters Flying Training Command to comman d
R.A .F . Station, Brighton . From this time onwards except for a brie f
period during 1944 Brighton remained an Australian station and all th e
key positions were held by Australians, although it was necessary to rel y
heavily on R.A .F . resources for junior staff and practically all facilities .
Experienced operational aircrew began progressively to take over the
administration of reception, training and posting of the pupils and thei r
influence did much to alleviate the frustrations caused by ever-lengthenin g
waiting periods for some aircrew categories . Reception itself was by now
a smooth running routine which was only partly upset by the move to
e Gp Capt Wilson was a prisoner of war in Germany ; Gp Capt Heffernan commanded 27 OTU .
Other men in Bomber Cd were as yet too junior in rank .
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Brighton and the large size of intakes . During the year 8,625 men—well
over double the figures for any previous year—were met, housed, kitted ,
collectively and individually interviewed, medically examined, their record s
completed, pay and allotments regularised and sent on disembarkatio n
leave .
Training presented a more difficult problem as men of very differing
standards were now arriving . Most were fresh from training schools but
some were instructors who had served in Australia, Canada or Rhodesia ,
some were members of crews already formed at Canadian and other oversea O.T .U's, and a few were men who had already some operationa l
experience in the Middle East . In general the system of three week s
refresher training preceded by or followed by attachments to a wid e
variety of useful courses, was maintained .' A considerable stock had to
be kept ready for posting needs which could not always be precisely fore cast as the advanced flying unit courses were elastic, and these men were
employed on local duties in Brighton, manning gun posts or on securit y
duties . In July 1943 the attachments to army and elementary flying course s
were discontinued and the average number of men receiving the local
course of refresher training rose to 800 . This finally proved too grea t
a strain for local resources and, in December, a pool flight was formed
and training facilities were reserved for men most obviously in need o f
up-to-date information.
Posting procedures naturally caused the major difficulties . Supply of
basically-trained aircrew continually outpaced the rate of absorption . Only
once, in June, did Australian strength fall below 1,000, and it then ros e
steadily to 1,947 at the end of the year . There was thus a constant an d
vocal body of men pressing for postings in strict rotation at a time whe n
this system had to be amended both because of current needs and th e
varying qualifications of the men themselves . In general ex-instructors
were given priority in posting but frequently they first needed special training in ground subjects . Members of crews from oversea O .T.U's, especiall y
when other crew members were at different national depots, had to awai t
special posting action by the Air Ministry which would post the crew a s
a whole . Sometimes these men moved on quickly, but because some over sea O.T.U ' s had overproduced crews for aircraft which were already bein g
superseded in operational squadrons, the wait was often very protracte d
until a decision to break up the crew or retrain it on another type wa s
finally made . More general difficulty arose from the subdivision late i n
1942 of the original observer category into navigator, navigator bomb
4

On 1 May the distribution of aircrew was :
Bournemouth RAF course
EFTS
Naval School
Army courses
NCO Admin Course
Junior Officers Course
11 Radio School
Bridgenorth Commando
Ministry of Information

3 weeks
4 weeks
1 week
12 days
4 weeks
3 weeks
6 weeks
3 weeks
5 days

525 arcrew
i
32 6
47 5
18 5
19 2
59
27
24
17
1,830
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aimer, and navigator wireless, because it was some time before Australian
schools conformed to the new training sequences and men were reachin g
Brighton as late as July 1943 still holding the mustering of observer . Th e
same reluctance which men showed in 1942 at being arbitrarily reclassifie d
as air bomber was again very evident, but the Aircrew Selection Board
had to use its judgment and decide into which category these men shoul d
be put, because although the old observer category corresponded ver y
nearly with the new one of "Navigator B" there was no avenue of employment except Coastal Command which demanded a general reconnaissanc e
training qualification and for which there were adequate stocks already o n
hand . It was this hasty reclassification of the navigators which in earl y
1943 helped to disrupt an even flow through A .F .U's. The changing
requirements of the air war continued increasingly to demand pupils traine d
on twin-engined, rather than single-engined, aircraft . Both types were
arriving in fairly even numbers but the demand was in the ratio of 3 : 1
early in 1943 and by December the actual position was that 584 Australian
pilots were in twin-engined advanced flying units compared with 45 in
single-engined A .F .U's . Apart from disinclination of individuals to change
from one type to the other it was natural in times of need that pilots wh o
could most easily pass through twin-engined A .F .U's should be posted
before those who required at least a measure of retraining .
Training in Australian schools also caused some delays at Bournemout h
and Brighton, because it inevitably concentrated on equipment availabl e
in Australia and methods likely to be used in Pacific fighting rather tha n
those which would be encountered in Great Britain . Thus wireless ai r
gunners, although proficient in morse and air operating techniques, kne w
little of the very complex British signals organisation, codes and wav e
bands, and had never used the Marconi equipment standard in the Roya l
Air Force. It was some time before Australian schools adopted the Ottaw a
recommendation for an increase in length in .wireless courses, and by
July 1943 there were at Brighton 200 Australian wireless air gunner s
"below standard in signals " . These deficiencies could be and were over come by local training, but it inevitably introduced another factor into th e
problem of feeding O .T.U 's with balanced crews . Shortage of equipment
in Australia also caused very great concern at the standard of gunner y
training for navigators, wireless air gunners and air gunners alike . Australian trainees were generally complimented on their natural keenness
and ability to learn, but they reached Great Britain with very little practica l
experience in sighting methods and range estimation, air firing and moder n
turrets . Aircraft recognition teaching had been largely confined to Japanes e
types and experience in the use of pyrotechnics was very limited, so agai n
a considerable amount of new experience had to be given before th e
men were fit for operations . This was only a minor hold up for wireles s
air gunners because special provision could be made for them at th e
advanced flying units . Straight air gunners, however, were needed almost
immediately they arrived in Great Britain because of the phenomena l
increase in the heavy-bomber force and they went direct to O .T .U ' s and
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in some cases did not join their crews until after the O .T.U . stage . In
May 1943 a report from No . 29 O .T.U . warned that at an entrance
examination given to some Australian-trained air gunners, the marks ove r
the complete course were exceedingly poor . Australia had already extended
the air gunner course from 4 to 6 weeks and now stepped up instructio n
given at depots and aboard ship, but in October 1943 No . 27 O .T .U . which
was by no means unsympathetic reported that "the standard of air gunner s
trained in Australia is far below present day requirements . . . ." Unfortunately air gunners who were known to be sub-standard had to be passe d
on to squadrons where through their own incentive, proper equipment an d
a wealth of experienced men to help them, they quickly became proficient .
Up to this stage, however, they were severely handicapped and better
equipment and more realistic methods in the early training of gunners wa s
urgently required .
Australian-trained navigators suffered similar handicaps through lack o f
equipment and the predominant emphasis on Pacific operations . Their
knowledge of signals equipment and its tactical use in night bombin g
was inadequate, bombing and gunnery practice had been seriously affecte d
by low serviceability of training aircraft and it was often difficult fro m
their training records to decide into which category each individual shoul d
be placed . Basic navigation theory was consistently well taught but pupil s
were arriving throughout 1943 who had employed only the course-settin g
computer instead of the universal Dalton computer, and who had onl y
demonstration experience of such vital equipment as astro-compass, drif t
recorder and distant-reading compass . Meteorology had been taught in
Australia almost entirely on the cyclonic system whereas in Europe it wa s
essential to employ the frontal system . In all these ways men traine d
in Australia were at some disadvantage compared with those coming with
less delay in transit from the better-equipped schools in Canada where
training was precisely aligtled with European needs and many instructor s
had recent operational experience . There was a natural tendency to emplo y
men from Australian schools as straight navigators because their basi c
knowledge in this capacity needed less augmentation than to repair thei r
deficiencies as bomb aimers .
Another factor which had a noticeable effect on the matched flow o f
Australian airmen was the progressive raising of physical requirement s
and restriction of age limits for men undertaking certain types of flying .
By mid-1943 pilots destined for heavy bombers were required to have
a minimum height of 5 feet 7 inches and an inside leg measurement o f
41 inches . In actual fact many borderline cases did escape detection an d
reach operations but many were eliminated at Brighton, or more importantly at a later stage when their withdrawal often meant a vacancy in a
draft or crew which was often filled by a pilot of some other nationality .
Their disposal was very difficult because, with an agreeable surplus o f
pilots of all types, there were many with more forceful claims to flying
light operational aircraft than physical inability to fly heavy bombers . B y
March 1944 the Australian pool of unemployed short-stature pilots had
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risen to 85 . They could not be repatriated because Australia require d
aircrew to become "productive " before qualifying for return and thi s
group remained a small but persistent embarrassment .° Again night-vision
standards were more strictly enforced and weeding out or delays in the
training of Australians caused some dislocation . Air sickness if persisten t
was another reason for withdrawal of men from training, even when th e
individual was willing to continue with his duties, as many had done i n
the earlier years of scarcity . These men and a small number withdraw n
for psychological or disciplinary reasons were sent to a special reclassification centre but were rarely again employed on flying duties . Collectively
these and other small factors caused an unforeseen wastage problem .
By the end of 1943 aircrew had few causes for complaint once the y
had reached operational units . The majority cared little whether the y
were in a separate or an integrated force and had quickly forgotten the
frustration of waiting and their sometimes strident criticism of living conditions at some units of Flying Training Command .° Commissioning policy
was well understood and in practice was becoming very liberal ; the promotion of airmen aircrew had become established on a fixed time basis b y
which men were now advanced to warrant rank after twelve months' service as a flight sergeant . The new pay arrangements were widely acceptabl e
and the men were now extremely well served by welfare and equipment
services provided by Overseas Headquarters . The war, especially in the
air, was going well and Australians were buoyed up with the sense of personal contribution ; the dangers which in 1942 had seemed to threate n
Australia had abated . Morale was very high, especially in Great Britain
and the more active sectors of the Mediterranean .
Efflux of time, however, had brought the question of relief and repatriation of Australians into prominence . All men had volunteered for oversea
service and originally those attached to the R .A .F. were to remain for th e
duration of the war . During 1942 Australia had withdrawn ground an d
naval forces and two Article XV squadrons for service in the Pacific, and
in that theatre was maintaining a system of regular relief for airmen in
advanced operational stations . From Europe and the Middle East th e
only Empire Air Scheme men repatriated were those pleading exceptiona l
compassionate reasons or individuals whose experience was required fo r
the home war effort . The permanent force units had operated until 194 2
on a system of annual turnover of men, but were then placed on the same
footing as the Empire Scheme personnel . Interest had been raised by the
Canadian scheme contained in the Ottawa agreement for repatriating her
men and Australia had herself substantially duplicated the same conditions
in her two-party agreement of March 1943 .
In a very small number of cases "oversize bomb aimers" caused temporary difficulty when the y
were wrongly dispatched to specialist OTU 's . They, however, could quickly be re-absorbed into
other units but again with a tendency to dispersing Australians .
Flying Training Cd had a very low priority for works services and conditions at satellite airfield s
where accommodation was cramped and facilities dispersed . One pupil even secured the intervention of the High Commissioner concerning conditions at one satellite, but the criticisms, whil e
having a basis of truth, were most often a reaction from experiencing somewhat lavish livin g
conditions in Canadian schools and from the absence of the undeniable recreational facilities o f
Brighton .
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There had been little practical difficulty in 1942 once it was generally
understood that relatively inexperienced men were not required in Australia . Those who had been longest away were precisely those for who m
Australia asked . Thereafter there was a growing problem with both air crew and ground staff because some of each category had fulfilled th e
minimum conditions set out in the agreement before it was signed, an d
the numbers of both rose rapidly during the next nine months . For aircrew the practical limits of the scheme soon became the capacity of th e
R .A .A .F . in Australia to absorb repatriates, without, as agreed in Marc h
1943, replacing men withdrawn from Europe by drafts additional to th e
normal flow of basic aircrew . Thus the rate of repatriation of aircre w
remained slow and was a virtual continuance of the choosing by Australi a
of men it particularly desired . In October 1943 Overseas Headquarters
began to compile monthly lists of (a) men who had completed two operational tours and (b) those who had completed one operational and on e
non-operational tour . From these lists selection was made according t o
the periodic requests from Australia . Those in class (a) had to awai t
vacancies in non-operational establishments in Australia, those in class (b )
were available for operational service .
Despite its limitations the aircrew repatriation scheme was a fairl y
successful safety valve, because its mere existence stilled criticism an d
did permit some transfers . A very high proportion of the aircrew qualifie d
to return preferred to stay on oversea service where they considered their
chances of promotion were better than in Australia, and there was no t
at this time any real resentment at the limited nature of the scheme . With
ground staffs, however, the position was vastly different because for the m
there was practically no advantage but very severe disadvantages in remaining overseas and they waited impatiently for details of a repatriation schem e
f
which month after month did not materialise . Practically all ground staf
serving overseas had departed from Australia during 1941 and would thu s
fulfil during 1943 the "normal tour" of two years proposed in the 194 3
agreement . True the saving clause had been inserted that "the exigencies
of the Service may require that it shall be extended in individual cases "
but it was difficult to convince the men themselves that "individual cases"
should amount to over 80 per cent of all ground staff . That aircrew coul d
be and were repatriated in some cases after serving much shorter period s
seemed an obvious injustice .
It has already been seen that during 1942 the Air Board attempted t o
organise ground staffs then overseas on a logical plan . Towards the en d
of that year Great Britain explained that the over-all ground crew positio n
was coming desperately close to hindering the air effort, and requested
4,000 more men from Australia to complete the establishments of Article
XV squadrons . The Air Board thought this was impracticable in fac e
of Australia's own plans for expanded air effort, and in turn proposed t o
the War Cabinet that 1,200 men—sufficient to man fully a token numbe r
of five Article XV squadrons—should be sent . The War Cabinet refuse d
to adopt this plan and on 10th February 1943 Overseas Headquarters was
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officially informed that "in view of the manpower situation no furthe r
R .A .A .F . ground staff are to be dispatched for service overseas wit h
E .A .T .S . squadrons" . For a month or two the matter rested, but in Ma y
the Chief of Air Staff requested that the War Cabinet permit at least th e
replacement of casualties and compassionate repatriates from the Article
XV units . At the same time the plan to reinforce five squadrons was als o
raised but again rejected, and in fact ground staffs were not concentrate d
in this way but spread unevenly over all existing squadrons varying from
80 per cent of establishment in No . 450 Squadron to 20 per cent in No .
461 and even less in Nos . 453 and 454 Squadrons .
The Air Board was by no means unsympathetic to the anomalous position which had grown up . The War Cabinet itself had made no definit e
ruling against repatriation, but, while the War Cabinet forbade replacement of men, the Air Board could not see its way clear to genera l
repatriation . By August 1943, of the 2,740 ground staff then serving over seas, 1,696 had been away from home for more than two years and a
further 408 for over eighteen months . Their experience of modern aircraft under war conditions was potentially of equal value in Australia t o
that of aircrew repatriates, and it was appreciated that the attempt t o
concentrate them into as few units as possible overseas gravely limite d
their prospects of promotion because all had originally been of similar
standards . For these as well as morale reasons the Air Board felt it wa s
highly desirable to repatriate these men and formulated a plan to ensur e
not more than two and a half years ' service overseas by returning 10 0
senior men each month and replacing them with the same number fro m
Australia . Early in October the Minister for Air considered this proposal ,
and, while appreciating the salutary effect it would have both at home an d
overseas, he decided not to carry it further because the War Cabinet wa s
then considering the transfer of some of the Article XV squadrons to
Australia and had ordered "a complete review of personnel commitment s
of the three Services" .
A few days after this decision to defer the replacement plan, Oversea s
Headquarters cabled that Air Vice-Marshal Wrigley's recent inspectio n
of units in the Middle East had confirmed that lack of repatriation with
its resultant restriction on promotion and remuster to aircrew was havin g
f
"an extremely serious effect on morale and efficiency" of the ground staf
and was "assuming serious proportions" . The cable emphasised that som e
general scheme of relief would have to be devised if serious repercussion s
were to be avoided . The Air Board immediately pressed that representation s
should be made to the War Cabinet but at its meeting on 4th Novembe r
that body again deferred any definite decision .
Publicity in the press was by this time caustic and frequent . l Wives and
mothers had begun to write to their members of Parliament . Evasive
and somewhat misleading replies were being sent out which gave the
1 The Herald (Melbourne), 11 Nov 1943, reported an Australian in the Middle East as saying :
"Australian airmen were apparently regarded by some as a token force in Europe and politicians
back home, having recalled the land forces, did not seem conspicuously interested in them . "
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impression that it was British and not Australian authorities which wer e
holding the men overseas . 2 Wrigley on his recent tour had reassured
restive men of Australia's firm policy that they were serving under Australian conditions, but copies of these temporising replies reached me n
overseas and, although not specific, implied that men were subject t o
R .A .F . conditions which did include a set term of oversea service . Almost
immediately Overseas Headquarters and the Liaison Office in Cairo receive d
several hundred applications from Australians qualified for repatriatio n
under R .A .F . conditions . Requests from Overseas Headquarters for a
definite ruling brought the reply from Melbourne that "such impression s
could only be gained by taking statements out of context " . This was true
enough, but the complete absence of any Australian scheme nine months
after a formal high-level declaration had been made that the oversea tou r
for ground staff should be set at two years had a very bad effect on th e
men concerned .
The Australian War Cabinet in December 1943 proposed to Great
Britain that 100 Australian ground staff should be repatriated each mont h
but that no replacements would be made . This was a most unwelcom e
suggestion in view of the existing shortage of ground staff, and both thi s
and the concurrent proposal to transfer some E .A .T.S . squadrons from
Europe to Australia accorded ill with the agreed general strategy o f
defeating Germany first, particularly in view of the vital plans already
made for 1944 . 3 No decision had been reached when the original scheme
of 100 repatriates per month balanced by 100 men sent from Australi a
once more came before the War Cabinet on 19th April 1944 . Again the
matter was deferred although the position then was that of 2,734 me n
overseas (including headquarters and liaison staffs) 18 were in their fifth ,
992 in their fourth, 969 in their third, 516 in their second, and 239 i n
their first year of service . In May the Air Board prevailed upon th e
Minister to submit these facts yet again and this time the recommendatio n
of a two-way traffic of 100 men monthly was endorsed by the War Cabine t
and forwarded to Mr Curtin who was then in London . At long last o n
29th May a cable from London confirmed that Great Britain "gladly
agrees to the proposal for the return to Australia of R .A .A.F . ground staffs
at the rate of 100 per month on the basis suggested . . . ." The time take n
to reach this decision robbed it of some of its original value because a t
the proposed rate it would take ten months to repatriate all those wh o
2 One mother received this letter from the Minister for Air :

Dear Mrs . . . .
I refer to your letter . . . in which you desire that your son . . . be returned to Australia .
As your son is serving in conjunction with the Royal Air Force the question of his repatriatio n
to Australia is one for the Royal Air Force to determine . Consequently if he desires to return to
Australia your son should apply to his Commanding Officer stating fully the reasons for his application . Any such application will receive full consideration having regard to the operational requirements in this theatre of operations at the time . At the present time no arrangements exist whereb y
members of the Royal Australian Air Force ground staff serving abroad are automaticall y
repatriated to Australia at the end of a specified period of duty . However, the matter is now
the subject of discussion between the United Kingdom and Australian Governments and you may
be assured that when a decision is made any benefits accruing therefrom will equally apply to al l
Australians concerned .
2 The Australian Government, although loyally supporting or at least explaining this strategy i n
public, had never been consulted about it, nor informed until May 1942, and had proteste d
against it.
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had already served three years and by that time there would be another
1,000 men with the same qualifying period . However, like the aircrew
repatriation scheme it solved the most urgent problem of giving some
definite arrangements, and in practice it worked fairly satisfactorily .
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